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About This Game

Shadows Peak is an atmospheric, open-world horror game focused on exploration that doesn't hold your hand.

The main focus of the game is on the atmosphere, story, and exploration. Unlike most horror games, Shadows Peak allows you
to explore large environments and progress through the game in a non-linear way.

You play as the writer Tom Blair who has decided to visit a mysterious place called Shadows Peak to gather materials for a new
book about legends. A number of people have gone missing in Shadows Peak. Some people claim that they saw something that

they shouldn’t have been able to see there and, of course, there are some dark legends surrounding this place.

Key Features

Large environments

Non-linear gameplay

No hand holding

Mysterious story

Haunting atmosphere
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Gamepad support for 50 controllers
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Title: Shadows Peak
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Andrii Vintsevych
Publisher:
Andrii Vintsevych
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad, Intel Core 2 Duo e8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: GeForce 8800 GTS, GT 630, GT 740M, ATI Radeon HD 2600,
Intel HD 4600 and above

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: For 30 fps on 1280x720 resolution, using minimum graphics quality settings.

English,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,German,Korean
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This game is wonderful. If you get a chance, definetly pick it up. It scared the bajeesus out of me more than a few times. The
story is fun. The gameplay is fun. The stuff you see is engaging and scary.

Also if your a fan of weird supernatural documentaries about aliens, ghosts, and/or cryptozoology this game is definetly for you.

Can't recommend it enough.. So, this game starts off as a really friggin scary horror game with some really freaky elements.
Sadly, about an hour in, you get annoyed by the jumpscares rather than scared, and all of a sudden aliens,
I streamed this as a blind playthrough, even my viewers were going wtf all over the place XD
It's a fun way to get a funky feeling of what the sh!t, and I did have a lot of fun along with the holy crap why am I even playing
this game-feeling. But I won't recommend it unless it's on a really cheap sale.. Even though it's quite short for its price, I would
recommend to buy Shadows Peak, especially when it's on sale.

Pros:

+ Nice atmosphere, quite spooky and not pitch black.
+ Good graphics and quite a few differently designed locations (mountains, caves, forests, beaches, etc.)
+ Several types of enemies.
+ Some great but bearable scares.
+ Innovative concept as an anonymous originator sends you instructions on your smartphone.

Cons:

- Various very entertaining bugs.
- Ridiculous ending.
- The main monsters are not that terrifying.
- Short story, but it's an Indy game, so let's take that aside for the beginning...

Buy Shadows Peak, when you are looking for a nice little horror experience without fearing to die to a heart attack. Have fun!.
the game is a good mindtwist,
first you enjoy to explore and see what you can find, but when u find things, u start to speculate things
and this game makes you realise that your speculations will change all the time. nice work!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etKD8QZ8HZs. Very, very, very atmospheric game. First time i've launched in May 2016,
today i decided to play in again, because a lot of updates came out in past 9 months . And there is a lot of improvements in this
game! A tons of new tiny (but very interesing) details added, making atmospheric game more atmospheric! I suggest this game
for all horror lovers :)
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Honestly, don't pay $10 for this unless you're like me and $10 isn't a thing. The game control is terrible. It is extremely clunky
and the levels are not built great. Moving around is awkward and combat is really bad. However, this game has one of the
weirdest storylines I've ever encountered. The first part of the game led me to believe I was dealing with a certain thing/group,
but it quickly changed and I found out it wasn't what I thought. (I won't spoil it). Look, this game is not great as far as graphics
and control, but the story is actually unique and the ending is pretty cool. If you love games and want to spend 4-5 hours with
something unique, I recommend this game for $5 for most players, or $10 if you don't care too much about price. Don't spend
more than this because there's no replay value other than getting 100% achievements.. I have played several Early Access
Games where the game machanics were so-so. Shawdows Peak is by far ahead of the curve. For the Price, I highly recommend
the game for overall playthrough and graphics.. A well designed environment and atmosphere, very moody and fun to explore
with some nice touches and effects that are triggered by the players movement. I did get a little stuck running around areas I
didn't have to be but after a glance at a walkthrough video, it became obvious what I had to do. Its an enjoyable game worth
checking out, alot of unexpected things happened, especially that ending :D

One bug I'd like to point out to the developers, is I was not able to re enter the cave, it said I need a flashlight even though I did
have it equipped.

great setting with a lot to discover and explore. Reccomended!. .. This game is fantastic. It just gets more rediculous till the end.
It's really quite good and very funny, you will enjoy :). For every dumb negative review, there should be dumb positive review.
So here it is.
Also the second half of the game in the forest is kickass.
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